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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development process of the
KARMA5-SG Solar Array Drive Mechanism (SADM)
for delivery to MetOp-SG satellites. The mechanism
development is recounted with respect to key design
drivers and experiences from their subsequent test
verification are shared. Design drivers relating to
structural, thermal and driveline performance are
detailed in the context of a flight program development.
Practical experiences from testing are reported and
specific challenges from non-conformances are
highlighted. A description of test setups and results for
functional, vibration and thermal requirements are
presented. The purpose of the paper is to share practices
and offer lessons learned.
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The following sections are grouped into two chapters;
§2 Design Drivers presents specific technical
requirements and the design developments that occurred
during preliminary and critical design reviews. The
second chapter, §3 Test Results, details test setups,
results and non-conformances.

INTRODUCTION

Delivery to flight programs entails demanding
programmatic constraints. As such technology maturity
is prioritised to assure schedule constraints.
Nevertheless, system development leads to eventual
changes that impact design decisions and success rests
on the collaboration of all stakeholders. This paper
provides experiences from the development of MetOpSG Solar Array Drive Mechanism (SADM).
The KARMA5-SG SADM, Fig. 1, was developed for
the MetOp-SG satellites. The design is the second
generation of Kongsberg Defence & Aerospace’s high
power KARMA5 series [1]. The KARMA series is a
product line of SADMs which have modular
architecture, for customization of both power transfer
and drive actuation, to meet mission needs. The MetOpSG design also builds upon flight heritage from SADMs
in the smaller KARMA series. However, the
modifications necessary for specific MetOp-SG
requirements resulted in a class C qualification
category. This paper highlights some of the specific
adaptions which proved most challenging between
maintaining
heritage
and
satisfying
mission
requirements. The intention is to highlight interesting
design challenges and share technical and programmatic
solutions implemented.

Figure 1. KARMA5-SG MetOp-SG SADM
2

DESIGN DRIVERS

The purpose of the SADM is to provide precise and
smooth positioning of the solar array whilst transferring
the electrical power it generates into the satellite. Three
important design drivers, namely structural, thermal and
driveline design, are discussed in the following sections
to detail the challenges faced in development.
2.1 Structural Design
The structural design of the SADM was a key design
driver at the start of the project. The SADM’s
fundamental function is to attach the solar array to the
satellite. A robust connection is required that can
provide electrical power transfer, continuous rotation,
accurate positioning and thermal isolation of the
satellite from the solar array. Whilst the attachment
does not require significant mechanical strength in flight
operation, the launch environment is a design driving
constraint.
The random vibration launch environment was
originally specified with 21.4gRMS input. The spectrum’s
maximum power spectral density was 1.5g2/Hz which
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then decreased at frequencies higher than 300Hz. The
strategy therefore was to ensure the SADM’s first
fundamental eigenfrequency was as high as possible to
reduce the input at resonance. The higher the first
frequency was above 300Hz the lower the power
spectral density input and hence lower total response of
the SADM. Yet increasing the natural frequency above
300Hz for a mechanism of this mass and number of
moving parts was challenging.
The simplest SADM designs are cantilever shafts. The
solar array is a cantilever structure external to the
satellite but so too is the SADM structure internally in
the satellite. In primitive terms, a SADM mounts into
the satellite wall and enables the solar array to be
connected. The simplest integration is therefore
achieved with a single interface to the satellite wall and
subsequently the SADM becomes a cantilevered
structure supported from the satellite wall.
Under moderate loads a single super-duplex bearing can
be used to support the radial, axial and bending
moments induced on the SADM rotor. The loading is
determined by the input level, mass the rotor must
support and distance from where it is being supported.
The mass of the solar array which the SADM rotor must
support in launch is reduced by a solar array hold down
release mechanism on the satellite. The majority of the
mass is therefore not supported by the SADM rotor
however it is still attached to the SADM and the mass it
must support is significant in generating loads on the
rotor. In particular, the bending moment produced from
the cantilevered mass can be dimensioning for the
bearings.
Preliminary calculations found a single super-duplex
bearing was insufficient to withstand the vibration
environment. A concept was therefore proposed to add a
single-race radial bearing so that the SADM shaft was
supported at two locations as shown in Fig. 2.

The design offered a number of benefits. The two
bearing design increased the bending moment which
could be supported by the rotor yet the SADM stator
still maintained one interface for easy integration.
Furthermore, the driveline structure was a standalone
unit that allowed modularity of both electrical power
transfer and drive actuation.
However, the total load carrying ability of the two
bearings was limited by their close proximity. The
concept was therefore superseded by the design, shown
in Fig. 3. The design moves the radial bearing to the aft
of the SADM and utilises an additional stator interface
at that aft location. This achieves a more robust design
however mounting the SADM into the satellite becomes
more complex with two orthogonal interfaces and
therefore introduces the need for a supporting bracket in
the satellite.
The design was still driven by the random vibration
with gapping of the ball bearings being the major
challenge. Ball gapping occurs on a super-duplex
bearing when the force used to clamp the bearing races
together is overcome by an external load. An excessive
load can push the inner race away so the balls do not
contact the outer race and therefore a gap is created. The
gap can cause dynamic non-linearity in structural
performance and the possibility for balls to damaged
themselves or the raceways [2].
Several improvements were made, to increase the
stiffness of the rotor components and increase the
stiffness of the stator to reduce the loading, yet ball
gapping remained a problem. Ultimately, the stresses
were all acceptable however the predicted ball gapping
exceeded recommended limits.

Satellite wall (mounting interface)

Figure 2. Preliminary concept design

Figure 3. KARMA5-SG structural design
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The potential damage from gapping is difficult to
quantify being dependent on the impact energy, material
properties and lubrication. The ECSS mechanism
standard [3] does not specify a maximum allowed ball
gap in vibration yet specifies it must not result in
degradation of the required functional and life
performance.
A space industry rule-of-thumb is “typically a few 10s
of microns” [2] of axial gapping will not result in any
damage. Yet the difficulty to experimentally verify
acceptable ball gapping [4] means industry
recommendations are not exact limits but guidelines to
minimize the risk of damage. Interestingly, gapping is
largely discussed in terms of potential axial distance
which may be less relevant under cases with
predominately radial loading.
An additional assessment criteria of ball gapping in the
contact angle direction was used to further assess the
ball gapping risk. CABARET[5] was used to calculate
the bearing stresses and raceway deflections. Using the
calculated deflections the ball gapping in the line of
contact angle, Fig 4, can be calculated using Eq.1. The
eq. considers worst case axial gapping by the
contribution of the axial ring displacement and the axial
components from radial displacement and angular
rotation (tilt).
𝐺𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒

= 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙)(𝛿𝑎 +

𝛿𝑟
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜙

+ 𝑅𝜃)

(1)

R = pitch centre radius
Φ = contact angle
δa = Axial ring deflection
δr = Radial ring deflection
θ = Angular ring rotation

The contact angle gapping was used as an additional
evaluation of gapping risk. However, to mitigate the
occurrence of gapping a notch in the input spectrum was
agreed that further reduced the loading.

Figure 4. Ball gapping calculation geometry

2.2 Thermal Design
The SADM thermal design was another key design
driver in the project. The SADM interfaces both the
thermally stable satellite and the exposed and isolated
solar array. The temperatures at these two interfaces can
vary independently and apply thermal gradients over the
SADM. In addition, the SADM must deal with heat
inputs from the dissipating losses in the electrical power
transfer. The thermal coupling between the SADM rotor
(solar array interface) and stator (satellite interface) is a
key design characteristic, which determines the internal
component temperatures and gradients.
The thermal modelling of the SADM must account for
several non-linearities to predict performance. The most
interesting from a design perspective is the bearing
conductance. The front super-duplex bearing is a major
conductive path from the rotor to stator yet incurs
significant resistance through the steel balls. The
magnitude of conductance is determined by the contact
pressure experienced by the balls. The greater the loads
transferred through the balls the higher the conductance.
The non-linearity of conductance occurs due to the
thermal expansion of the bearing housing components.
The conductance of the bearing is not constant but
depends on the temperature gradient over it. When the
rotor components are significantly hotter than the stator
components the relative expansion reduces the space
between the bearing races and increases the contact
forces of the balls. This ultimately increases the
conductance which has the benefit of reducing the
temperature gradient.
Conversely, in the opposite scenario when the rotor is
colder than the stator the space is increased and the
conductance decreases. This is an atypical scenario for a
SADM, as there is typically heat input to the rotor from
electrical dissipation, yet the case was important for
MetOp-SG under specific dynamic scenarios.
At the preliminary design review it was discovered that
the thermal environment from satellite orbital
emergency scenarios had not been covered by the
performed analysis. These were failure scenarios in
which the satellite loses orbital control and the solar
array temperatures can reach greater extremes. To
analyse these cases it was necessary to clearly define the
starting conditions of the satellite and solar array
boundary conditions as they imposed temperature
gradients of up to 100oC.
The solar array is thermally isolated from the SADM
using an epoxy glass laminate isolating spacer. The
epoxy spacer has very low conductance however its
effectiveness is limited by the screws which pass
through it to attach the solar array yoke to the SADM
rotor.
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The analysis of an emergency cold case solar array
boundary condition is shown in Fig. 5. The scenario
starts from a nominal cold case at the end of eclipse.
Nominally the SADM would resume internal dissipation
and the solar array temperature would increase when
returning into daylight. However in this scenario the
solar array remains unexposed to sunlight for a further
100min (6000s) and the temperature decreases
dramatically. The result is the SADM rotor temperature
(green) becomes colder than stator temperature (red).
The negative temperature gradients pose important
design constraints from preloading of rotor components
and assembly tolerances.

Figure 5. SADM rotor and stator temperatures in an
extreme cold case
2.3 Driveline Design
The driveline’s function is to achieve precise and
smooth positioning of the solar array. The previously
discussed bearing clamping forces to avoid gapping and
operating temperatures pose important constraints on
the driveline design. The impact of such decisions must
be balanced against the required power to operate the
driveline under all specified conditions.
Dimensioning of a mechanism’s required power is a
central aspect in mechanism design. The ECSS’s well
established motorization margin is key in budgeting
driveline components resistive torques and the required
input power [3]. However simply specifying overconservative power levels can have negative
consequences, such as requiring more satellite power,
higher operating temperatures and greater loads
transferred through the driveline, as previously
highlighted at ESMATS 2017 [6]. The KARMA5-SG
SADM overcomes such disadvantages by being
controlled by a variable power supply. This allows the
SADM to be design for a high-power setting yet operate
nominally at lower levels. Designing the SADM for the
highest power level however did have a negative
consequence and therefore introduced a case not so
clearly defined by the mechanisms ECSS.
The MetOp-SG SADM is controlled by Kongsberg’s
ELEKTRA SADE (Solar Array Drive Electronics)
which provides the SADM motor with up to 7.7W. This

gave design margin in dimensioning of torque for
untested components, high uncertainty factors and
short-circuit failure cases under end-of-life power
levels. However, when considering the opposite case of
maximum output torque (minimum friction values and
beginning-of-life power) the SADM suffered from too
much torque. The SADM has a requirement that the
driveline should not be damaged if the SADM output
shaft is blocked. The SADM was not compliant to this
requirement at maximum power as the safety margin on
the final stage gear stress was not maintained in such
failure.
It was therefore discussed under design reviews if the
entire motorization margin budget can consider power
levels above the SADMs structural capability. It was
argued that a blocked shaft was only a failure case
relevant for ground operations. It was not a nominal
flight case and therefore it was acceptable to include
power settings above the structural capability in the
calculation of ECSS motorization margin. This
therefore provided margin for use in other failure cases
where using the highest power poses no structural
constraints, such as the extra resistance from a shortcircuited motor winding.
The risk of damage from a ground failure case was also
minimised as the SADM’s nominal power level, capable
of all flight operations, was within the SADM structural
capability. Therefore to damage the SADM would
require increasing the default power level and driving
the SADM unintentionally into a hard stall.
3

TEST RESULTS

3.1 Structural Performance
The qualification vibration test was an important test to
complete and despite preparing thoroughly it provided a
lesson learnt in accounting for uncertainty. The standard
process for performing vibration testing at incremental
levels was followed yet an unexpected reduction in
damping resulted in response above the prediction.
The preparations for vibration testing began with the
design and analysis of a suitable vibration fixture. The
SADM vibration analysis performed in the design phase
considered rigid mounting interfaces. Whereas when
performing the vibration test the SADM will be
mounted in a fixture with its own dynamic
characteristics.
The vibration fixture was designed to minimise the
dynamic response below 2000Hz and potential
influence on the SADM. This however is challenging
given the massive structure required to provide rigid
interfaces in two orthogonal planes. The vibration
fixture is shown in Fig. 6 under a characterization
performed on the fixture alone.
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Figure 6. Vibration test of unit fixture
The fixture mass is 32kg which, at approximately four
times the mass of the SADM, has a notable impact on
the SADM responses. The SADM design analysis did
not consider the fixture so if used in testing as a
prediction it would have overestimated the SADM
resonance frequencies.
A separate vibration test prediction analysis was
therefore performed to provide accurate predictions of
the SADM responses. The test prediction had an
increased level of complexity as it was necessary to
account for the test shaker control. The test shaker uses
control sensors mounted on the fixture at the SADM
interface to achieve the specified vibration spectrum.
The finite element analysis however must specify the
input at the base of the fixture which will be affected by
the fixtures transmissibility to the mounting interfaces.
This means the analysis must be slightly tuned to
replicate the performance of the test shaker.
The vibration test was started in X-axis with sine
vibration. The analysis correlated well with the tested
results as shown in Fig. 7. The first mode frequency was
slightly below the 400Hz predicted and second mode
amplitude also lower than predicted. The lower second
mode was expected to be lower than predicted as it is a
rotational mode around the solar array rotation axis
which in reality is not excited under test to the same
degree as the analytical model predicts. It was
concluded the SADM was performing as predicted and
first random vibration test could be performed.
A proposed notching strategy for the random vibration
had been agreed and analysed. The procedure however
prescribed to perform the first -9dB random vibration
with the full spectrum. The full spectrum was to be
performed first to ensure the responses where at the
predicted locations also under random vibration. The
agreed notch would then be applied and vibration level
increased to full scale. A safety limit of 22gRMS response
had been set which was to be maintained throughout all
vibration levels.

Figure 7. Low level sine response vs prediction analysis
The predicted response of the SADM for the full
spectrum -9dB was 16gRMS and the analysis correlated
well with initial X-axis sin vibration. Unfortunately, on
the first -9dB vibration the SADM response experienced
28gRMS exceeding the limit set in the procedure. A
subsequent low-level sin sweep was performed and
found the first mode amplitude had increased from 8.2g
to 11.9g and frequency had decreased by 30Hz.
The test was stopped and results investigated. The
safety limit was not defined from calculating the load
capability of the SADM but was defined by applying a
safety margin on extrapolated results. The first stage of
the investigation was therefore to ensure the test levels
could not have damaged the SADM qualification model.
The post-test analysis found it was necessary to reduce
the damping from 2% to 1.2% of the critical damping
ratio to replicate the test results. The analysis showed
positive margins had been maintained so the focus
turned to understanding the change in frequency.
The initial frequency shift of 30Hz represented a change
of 8% which was outside the nominal ECSS criteria [3]
of 5%. A sensitivity study was performed on all major
components contributing to the system stiffness at the
response location to identify the root cause. It was not
possible to identify with certainty the source of the shift
however the bolt joints stiffnesses and the proportion of
rotor harness mass (which was held by string from the
ceiling) supported by the rotor provided reasonable
explanations. The frequency shift was concluded not to
indicate any degradation of the SADM major
components. This was also confirmed by the successful
functional testing.
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3.2 Thermal Performance
The thermal testing posed a challenge to replicate the
worst-case temperature environments. As discussed in
the previous thermal design section, it was necessary to
test the SADM under thermal gradients. The SADM
rotor, which interfaces the solar array, and the SADM
stator, which interfaces the satellite needed to have
significantly contrasting temperatures.
The most difficult thermal environment to achieve was
the negative gradient scenario shown previously in Fig.
5. In this scenario the SADM rotor is colder than the
stator. A hotter rotor is easier to accomplish as electrical
heating elements can be used to replicate the hot case
temperatures of the solar array. However, to accomplish
a colder rotor it is necessary to have a method of
cooling which can also rotate with the rotor.
A test-setup was designed which could achieve
independent control of both stator and rotor, shown in
Fig 8. The setup included two independent nitrogen
thermal control systems. One thermal control plate was
on the base of the TV chamber and controlled the test
“bucket” in which the SADM stator was mounted. A
second thermal control plate was 3D-printed out of
aluminium. The plate was a hollow disk which allowed
internal circulation of nitrogen and provided an
interface to the SADM rotor in a compact geometry.

The nitrogen hoses from the thermal control disk were
wrapped around a drum (which was also mounted onto
the rotor) and suspended by steel wire. This allowed the
SADM to rotate while the nitrogen hoses coiled or
uncoiled around the drum. It was therefore possible to
conduct functional performance tests under all
necessary thermal conditions.
The test setup functioned well confirming torque margin
under worst case conditions along with all other
functional requirements. Glass windows into the
vacuum chamber where helpful to confirm appropriate
running of hoses and cables as well as end stop
markings.
3.3 Driveline Performance
The testing of the first flight unit driveline discovered a
pointing
accuracy
anomaly.
The
subsequent
investigation discovered the root cause and the test
results are presented below to show the characteristics
of such anomaly.
The pointing error of the SADM is measured by
comparing the commanded position with an external
reference sensor measuring the rotor output position.
The anomalous performance is shown in Fig 10, where
a spike with amplitude ~0.025o occurs 13 times over a
full revolution of the SADM output.
The SADM final stage has a 13:1 reduction which
indicates the discrepancy is related to the pinion,
rotating 13 times per SADM revolution. The position
variation had a width of ~1.4o on the SADM output
which corresponded to the angle of one particular tooth,
on the 20 teeth pinion (360 o /13/20 = 1.38 o).
Driving the SADM at constant speed in both clockwise
and counter-clockwise directions it was observed that;
in clockwise direction the speed would increase slightly
before decreasing and in counter-clockwise direction the
opposite would occur. The final stage crown wheel is
driven by a pinion with an anti-backlash system and
therefore the same side of the pinion tooth is in contact
in both driving directions.
The performance therefore strongly indicated a “bump”
on the pinion tooth was causing the performance
anomaly. A bump on one side of the pinion tooth would
cause this tooth to push the output ahead when driving
in the direction of the bump. The output however would
lag behind in the opposite direction when the bump is
clamping the output gear to prevent the backlash.

Figure 8 SADM thermal vacuum test setup
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The anomaly measurements were used to estimate the
necessary bump size to cause such performance. The
position error amplitude of ~0.025o on the SADM output
equates to 0.325o on the pinion (13 x 0.025o). Given the
pitch radius of 7mm a defect protruding only 0.04mm
(7mm x tan(0.325o) would result in such rotation.
To confirm the suspected root cause the final stage drive
pinion was disassembled to inspect visually the gear
teeth. Inspecting the pinion, it was first discovered that
one tooth had a difference in the lubrication appearance
along the tooth length compared to all other teeth. This
indicated the likely tooth and after removing the
lubrication a defect on the tooth edge was discovered, as
shown in Fig. 9.
Replacing the pinion with an undamaged unit and
reassembling the SADM the anomaly was no longer
present. Fig 11 shows a frequency transformation of the
position accuracy before and after the repair. The
frequencies relating to the noncontinuous signal
disturbance are no longer present. The remaining
disturbances show the nominal performance of the
driveline components. The amplitude of frequencies
shows the error amplitude of individual driveline stages.
The low error amplitudes show the precise pointing
accuracy achieved and can be used to confirm the
minimal generation of torque disturbances.

Figure 9 Pinion tooth damage

Figure 10 Position accuracy anomaly

Figure 11 Frequency domain of position error variations
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CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the development of
KARMA5-SG SADM for MetOp-SG satellites. Specific
design considerations and tested performance have been
presented to share experiences from development of a
flight program mechanism.
Three design considerations were discussed with the
following contributions:
•

•

•

The development of the structural design was
presented with respect to the driving vibration
requirement. The case provided an example of ball
gapping being a dimensioning factor in the design
process.
The thermal design was presented to explain the
thermal considerations for a SADM. The analysis
from a specific emergency case was shown as an
example of atypical thermal operation.
The driveline design with respect to motorization
margin was discussed to show the approach used
in the design of a mechanism with variable power
levels.

The tested performance relating to each design
consideration was also reported with the following
contributions:
•

•
•

The experiences from vibration testing were shared
to provide an example of variability in a
mechanism’s response. A non-conformance from
an unexpected amplitude increase was presented as
an example for the necessity of ample safety
margins.
A versatile and capable thermal test setup was
shown for verification of contrasting thermal
environments.
The results of a non-conformance investigation
into a driveline pointing performance anomaly
were presented. Evidence of the discrepancy and
impact on performance are presented to show
characteristics of such defect.
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